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Osuna Newsletter 
November 28th  - December 9th   

   

 
 

Helpful Information 
Site Phone: (505)382-1815     Office Phone: (505)296-2880    Site Email: osuna@childrens-choice.org 
 

Financial Assistance Available: (505)841-4800 

Reminders: 
➢ If your child is not 

attending Children’s 
Choice please call our site 
phone or message us on 
Class Dojo. 

 
 

 

 

Osuna News 

 

We are still looking for families to come in and 

complete a program observation for our CQI 

meetings. If you are interested please let us 

know. 

 

Cold Temperatures- Please make sure you are 

sending your kids with winter jackets. 

Temperatures are dropping fast and we want to 

make sure all of the kids stay warm. 

 

Guest Visit from ABQ Fire Department November 

28th. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Did You Lose Something? 

Check out Children’s Choice 

Lost and Found as well as the 

Schools general Lost and 

Found. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Osuna Times 

Fall Fun 

The last couple of days were 

full of so many fun stories and 

activities. Our CIA Turkeys 

graduated and have 

successfully survived turkey 

hunting season. Our Karen 

Turkey stole the show and had 

everyone’s attention for sure. 

“Karen has only one Ugg 

boot” -Jonah 

We also kicked off the 

beginning of winter weather 

with some handmade clay 

ornaments that will be 

displayed on many holiday 

trees. 

“I think it’s better if you free 

style, it adds a personal touch 

to the masterpiece.”- Andrew 

 

 

 

 

 

“These turkeys must 

camouflage”- Jonah 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now Introducing!! 

Hi my name is Connor 

Marissa: What is your favorite thing about CC? 

Connor: Hmm that’s a good question, I would have to say the 

cool activities we get to do especially when I get to make my 

own businesses. 

Marissa: What is the next activity you really want to do? 

Connor: I want to open up my own café shop and sell hot 

coco and doughnuts to my friends, and maybe come up with 

new food options. 

Marissa: If you could open up your café what would you 

name it? 

Connor: I was thinking maybe the CC Café but the CC stands 

for Children’s Choice and Connor and my best friend 

Catalina’s names. 

 

Cooking Club 

Tortillas and cheese means that it’s time 

to make warm and toasty quesadillas. 

The kids started their cooking journey 

with a simple snack that can also make at 

home. They can’t wait to move onto 

more challenging cooking opportunities. 

“We should try making it with corn 

tortillas next time so Marissa can eat a 

gluten free one.” -Gena 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Lego Masters with Isaac 

“I think that the kids really love our theme 

weeks because it helps them envision their 

work easier. Every kid has a style and you can 

notice similar stories in each master piece.”- 

Isaac 

“I think it’s really good that the kids are taking 

ideas and advice from each other, its cool to see 

them interacting in a beautiful way.”- Ariel 

 



 

 

 

 

Marissa 

“Building community ties has been 

something that we have been working 

really hard on and we are super excited 

to start bringing in more public figures 

and speakers.” 

Alicia 

“I’m super excited too finally get the 

chance to bring in some culture from our 

community. We will be enjoying some 

Hispanic cultural dancing called “folklorico” 

in program.” 

Zeke 

“With winter around the corner I was 

thinking about sports, science, and ice. We 

will have a curling competition and some 

dry ice treats to celebrate this freezing 

season.” 

Owen 

“The World Cup is here and what better 

way to enjoy the World Cup than by 

learning about different cultures through 

art, music, food, and games.” 

Wynn 

“Macaroni art was always a favorite of mine 

growing up and I’m excited to help the kids 

create winter frames to showcase the 

beautiful smiles of the kids here at Osuna.” 

Ariel 

“I’m planning on having some fun with 

candy. I can’t wait to try making candy art 

with the kids. We will be learning 

together how to make Jolly Rancher 

Roses.”  

Jonathan 

“Winter Olympics is back and I’m stoked to 

add this seasonal twist to some familiar 

games. I’m hoping some friendly 

competition will lead to a victorious bunch 

of olympians.” 

Destiny 

“Our fancy tea party is in the making and 

it will include events from designing 

wardrobes to making and tasting tea 

party favorites.” 

Activities 


